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INTRODUCTION

Between the 80s and the beginning of the 90s a huge interest of the scholars was brought upon late roman 

coinage. Description of collections1 as well as incisive and fundamental works2 were published. They formed 

the pillars for any numismatic study conducted on Late Roman Coinage from that moment on. During the  

20th and 21st centuries, though, new studies and discoveries, sparsely published, would create the occasion for  

a revision of such dated studies. A systematic review of such works, however, was never carried out leaving  

them, like RIC 10 for instance, as still the most important works on Late Roman Coinage, though missing 

recent updates and revisions. 

This PhD research has furnished the occasion to update such masterpieces focusing especially on a topic not  

so commonly examined like the Late Roman silver coinage. 

More precisely, it is analized and discussed some of its most intriguing aspects. First of all how silver, as  

metal, was considered and perceived in Late Roman society and, therefore, why during fifth century AD  

silver bullion was used to produce fine silver objects rather then coins. 

Two different Late Roman customs concerning silver coinage are then reviewed: hoarding, with a list of 

most recent findings, and clipping.

Finally a chapter is dedicated to the metrology and fineness of Late Roman silver coins together with an 

accurate analysis of the 7 different denominations.  

This exstensive and deep discussion about Late Roman silver coinage´s main problematics is completed by 

the most recent and updated catalogue of all the Late Roman silver denominations known so far.

Such a review has given not only the possibility of updating or modifying some of the previous theories but 

also the opportunity to suggest some new ideas.

1 ROBERTSON 1982; PCR 3.
2 KENT 1994; GRIERSON-MAYS 1992; HAHN 1989; KING 1987b. 



CHAPTER 1

SILVER IN THE LATE ROMAN EMPIRE

During the Roman Era silver played a predominant role in the coin production and it did it until the end of  

the fourth-beginning of the fifth centuries AD: after the “usurpers” period between 407-413 AD3, indeed, 

silver  coins  virtually went out  of  production.  During the fifth century AD and for the  whole following  

century the production of Roman silver coins was very limited and discontinuous4.

The phenomenon of lack of late Roman silver coins is something what still today can´t find a final solution 

despite the numerous attempts to explain it. Perhaps, to interpret the scarcity of silver denominations during  

this period it  is necessary to look for various as well as different  reasons which,  acting simultaneously,  

influenced the production of silver coins.

Silver metal was available in big quantities during the Late Roman Empire. 

The silver-mining areas of the Taurus Mountains, in Turkey, for instance, were continuously exploited by the  

Romans for the whole fifth century AD at least5; silver was also recovered and recycled as would suggest for 

instance one law issued by Constantius II in 349 AD: the Emperor had to mandate capital punishment against  

metal workers who criminally were purifying the billon coins called maiorinae by separating off the silver 

from the copper6.

Both the ancient sources and the archaeological evidences tell us that silver circulated mainly in the shape of  

ingots and vessels between the second half of the fourth-fifth centuries AD. Silver ingots were used for 

payments of donative to the army on the occasion of an imperial accession since the elevation of Julian in 

360 AD and still with Leo I in 457 AD and Leo II in 473 AD7 ; they were used also to finance military 

operations8,   to pay fines9,  to pay out subsidies to the barbarian invaders10,  as well as to pay out special 

taxation  as  the  aurum oblaticum  offered  by the  senatorial  class  to  the  Emperor  in  the  occasion  of  his 

accession11.

The use of silver in the form of manufactured objects is also very documented by the late Roman sources. 

Silver vessels, particularly bowls and plates (missoria), were distributed to the “notables” of the late Roman 

society as  Imperial  largitiones during  several  ceremonies12;  “Silverware”  were  exchanged also  between 

3 Apparently the last production of silver coins (so called “siliquae”) on a relevant scale has to be assigned to those 
usurpers what between 407 and 413 AD contended the Western Roman Imperial throne to the legitimate Emperor 
Honorius: Constantine III (407-411 AD); his son Constans II (409-411 AD); Priscus Attalus (409-410 and 414-415 
AD); Jovinus (411-413 AD); his brother Sebastianus (412-413 AD); Maximus (410-411 AD).

4 Only with Heraclius´ creation in 615 AD of the hexagram, the heavy silver coin of 6,82 g., reminiscent of those of 
the Hellenistic period, did silver coins re-establish themselves as a major element in the circulating medium.

5 ASLIHAN YENER-AYYÜZ TOYDEMIR 1992

6 CTh. IX.21.6.
7 The customary donative amounted to five solidi and a pound of silver (most likely shaped as an ingot weighing a 

pound) per man; see:  HENDY 1985, p. 177. For a discussion about the “numbers” of the Late Roman Army see:  
WHITBY 2008. 

8 HENDY 1985, p. 221, who cites Candidus, Fragmenta, ed. K.MÜLLER, IV, p. 137; and John Lydus, De Magistratibus, 
III.43. 

9 CTh. VIII.5.35.
10 HENDY 1985, p. 261.
11 HENDY 1985, p. 221, who cites Constantine Porphyrogenitus, De Ceremoniis, 1.91. 
12 HENDY 1985, p. 195.



individuals outside the formal, hierarchical, gift-exchange system of the Late Roman Empire as it seems to  

attest for example the elegiac couplet which encircles the central medallion of the great silver Hunting Dish  

of the Sevso Treasure (Fig. 1): 

“May these, O Sevso, yours for many ages be / Small vessels fit to serve your offspring worthily”13

Fig. 1 - The Sevso Treasure.

In the context of late antique Christian piety, then, the believers could dispose of their belongings both to  

charitable ends and to show their devotion. Very striking is the testimony of written sources also for this  

particular aspect of the silver-exchanging, notably the  Liber Pontificalis14, setting out in detail the endless 

church  furnishings  and liturgical  vessels  given  to  the  churches  of  Rome  by Constantine  the  Great,  his  

successors, and popes and private persons.

Tangible evidence of the existence of late Roman silver, although not in such a huge amount as described in 

the written sources, exists in a series of hoards of precious metal found all over the Roman Empire as well as  

in the Barbaricum, with an exceptional concentration of them in the north-western territories of Europe and 

in Great Britain15.

In the light of the evidences that we have presented so far: silver was available and used in huge amounts, the 

question is now why during the fifth century AD silver coins were almost not produced.

The last written source what clearly relates silver coins to a military payment/donative dates back to the year  

363 AD:  after  the  victorious  siege  of  the  Pirisobara  town,  Julian  promised  to  each  soldier  “argenteos  

13 The treasure trove consists of 14 large decorated silver vessels and the copper cauldron which contained them, and  
has been dated to the late fourth or early fifth century AD (see:  MUNDELL MANGO-BENNETT 1994; and  MUNDELL 
MANGO-BENNETT 1990. 

14 An anthology of the Popes´ biographies since S. Peter (Liber Pontificalis, I).
15 Today many publications about findings of treasures do occur; for instance see:  HOBBS 2006;  ROBERTSON 2000; 

BLAND 1997; PAINTER 1997; KENT-PAINTER 1977.



nummos centenos” as reward for their success16. What becomes instead more and more mentioned in the 

ancient sources is the new golden denomination introduced by Constantine I in  309-310 AD: the solidus. 

Solidi were  used  for  payments  of  stipendia  et  donativa,  for  the  salaries  of  the  members  of  the  civil 

administration17,  for the subsidies to the Barbarians as Goths18 or Huns19.

Apparently “argenteos nummos” were still used for some kind of payments to the army and most likely as an 

everyday value at least until 363 AD; archaeological findings allow us to believe that this use of the silver 

coins continued until the very beginning of the fifth century AD but, after this date, though, such a role of  

them seems to disappear completely.  In 384 AD it  begins to be specified a new function for the silver 

denominations: on the occasion of the election of a new consul the non-imperial consul, when ceremonies  

were enacted, was allowed to use only “argentei nummi” for gifts20. This new role at the beginning was 

accessory to the everyday value´s one but then, in the course of the fifth century AD, it became the exclusive 

role: silver coins in the Late-Roman Empire became kind of “celebratory denominations”. 

In the fifth century AD silver coins were struck, perhaps, exclusively on the occasion of some ceremonies to  

the purpose of being a kind of “tokens of memory”: souvenirs of the event 21. They could have been scattered 

amongst  people  during  public  processions  or  games  (for  these  purposes  were  probably  used  lower 

denominations as the so called siliquae and later the so called half-siliquae) or handed out as largitiones to 

the “notables” of the late Roman society (for these purposes were probably used higher denominations as the  

so called light and heavy miliarerenses)22.      

The reasons of such a change are most likely economical but, unfortunately, they are only presumable.

The small number of silver specimens struck in the fifth century AD still surviving could have depended not  

only from the fact that they were produced only for particular occasions but also from the fact that, perhaps,  

once collected, they might have been melted down. Being silver valued for its intrinsic value as a papyrus of 

the beginning of the Fifth century AD from Arcadia would suggest23, it pushed its owners to manufacture it 

in splendid silverware! Silver became an important sign of status to be displayed and, for such a purpose,  

coins could not be used and successfully exhibited. Silverware, instead, was not just a sign of wealth, but 

wealth itself24. It had, indeed, a very concrete financial value for its owner and the weight of the silver owned 

could reflect an individual´s overall wealth. At the same time, it constituted a cash reserve, which could be  

converted in ingots in times of need25. With the Authority allowing people to use not certified silver at weight 

for ordinary transactions at almost the same price of the certified one, its clear that the production of silver 

16 Ammianus Marcellinus, Res gestae, XXIV.3.3-4; Zosimus, Historia Nova, III.18.
17 HENDY 1985, pp. 178-181.
18 GOLDSWORTHY 2009, p. 296.
19 GOLDSWORTHY 2009, p. 320.
20 HENDY 1985, pp. 193-194 who translates CTh. XV.9.1. Most likely this enactment was still in force during the fifth 

century AD since it was included within the Theodosian Code which was published in 438 AD.   
21 Many of such occasions during which silver coins as well as golden coins could be distributed are listed by Hendy  

(HENDY 1985)
22 In this period the particular use of the silver coins out of the economical circuit (= out of circulation) seems to be  

confirmed by the really good status of preservation of almost all of the silver pieces purchased on modern coin  
auctions.

23 On the market a pound of refined silver was worth 5 solidi while a pound of raw silver corresponded to 4,75 solidi 
(CARLÁ 2007, p. 207 who cites the P. Oxy. LI, 3628-3633). 

24 LEADER-NEWBY 2004, p. 27.
25 LEADER-NEWBY 2004, pp. 2-3. 



coins for everyday life as well as for army´s payments became meaningless: the owners of silver preferred,  

of  course,  to  keep  it  rather  then  have  it  refined,  while  the  Emperor,  perhaps,  preferred  to  avoid  mint  

expenditure to produce coins that then on the market would be valued almost the same as scrap metal (Fig. 

2)

Fig. 2 - Scheme of the role of silver in Late Antiquity.



CHAPTER 2

PRECIOUS METAL HOARDS IN THE LATE ANTIQUITY

It is not so simple to try finding the reason or reasons what brought to the concealment of a precious-metal  

deposit; every hoard, indeed, first of all needs to be analysed as a unite: composition, size, etc. and then put 

in  the  context  both  geographical  and  historical  and  finally  compared  with  other  hoards  which  present  

similarities in the content or from the chronological and geographical point of view.

Today it has been widely accepted that hoarding as a “threat response” it cannot be the universal explanation  

for the concealment of all the deposits of precious-metal; of course it might be a major factor, but today other  

aspects what could have led to the “hiding” of a treasure have been identified.

A hoard of precious metal, indeed, could be hidden as a precaution, or as a savings kept often in the house, or  

it might represent simply an accidental loss of a container such as a purse, while “votive” hoards may be  

different  again.  Any particular  hoard,  however,  may fall  at  the  same time into more  than one of  these  

categories26.

Whatever the reason of the concealment of a treasure, after a careful reckon of all the published hoards found  

all  over the Roman Empire as well as in the  Barbaricum, it  has emerged that “different regions exhibit 

different levels of deposition at different times”27.

For instance in the fifth century AD the focus of deposition shifts to Scandinavia, and particularly the islands 

of Bornholm, Öland and Gotland28. What it has to be understood is that the role of Roman coinage exported 

beyond the Rhine and the Danube, whether as tribute or as payment for goods, captives or services, radically 

changed once it reached the Barbarian hinterland settled by superiores barbari  (Germanic and West Baltic 

communities)29. Roman currency may have been used in gift-exchange transactions; it might have played an 

economic function as means of exchange; it was used, apparently, even as gaming pieces30

It does not exist “a “unified theory of hoarding”: no single explanation is ever likely to suffice for either 

individual acts of burial or sets of hoards...context is of overriding importance to understand both individual  

finds and whole sets of deposits, be it the archaeological context on an individual discovery, or the spatial  

and chronological context of whole groups”31.  

26 PAINTER 1997, pp. 102-103.
27 HOBBS 2006, p. 124.
28 HOBBS 2006, p. 124.
29 BURSCHE 2002, p. 125.
30 BURSCHE 2002, pp. 127-128.
31 HOBBS 2006, p. 134.



CHAPTER 3

CLIPPED ARGENTEI: STATUS QUAESTIONIS

A practice what affected many late Roman silver argentei was the systematic clipping of their edges. This 

phenomenon, noticed mainly on Roman coins hoarded within British treasures, has been analysed by many 

scholars what have proposed many as well as different theories to explain it but, still today, it constitutes a  

subject of debate.   

What seems to be ascertained is that this feature concerned mainly silver argentei what were struck between 

the half of the fourth century AD and the very beginning of the fifth century AD32 with a widespread of the 

practice on specimens struck between the late 380s and 402 AD. With very few exceptions, indeed, epidemic 

clipping occurs in  silver hoards closing with the Milan VIRTVS ROMANORVM type of Arcadius and 

Honorius33 dated, at least, at 402 AD34.

Initially  it  has  been  thought  that  clipping  was  random  and  careless,  that  it  was  practised  by  private  

individuals either fraudulently or for reasons which today are unclear35, or that it reflected an attempt to bring 

silver back into an acceptable ratio with gold36, but, as many more hoards came to light, new theories were 

formulated. 

A general idea what developed among the scientific community was that clipping was a deliberate practice  

that occurred perhaps during the reign of Constantine III or later. According Cathy King clipped  argentei  

were cut down to identifiable weight standards and the irregularity of the clipping let her hypothesize that 

there  could  exist  more  then  one  standard  employed37.  Andrew Burnett,  on  the  other  hand,  argued that 

clipping probably took place in 409 AD during the reign of the British Usurper Constantine III. It was a 

Britons´ practice carried on in order to obtain a new source of silver bullion, what in the end caused the end  

of  the  coin-using  economy in  Britain,  for  clipping  brought  the  collapse  of  the  silver  coinage 38.  Philip 

Grierson  and  Melinda  Mays  suggested  that  the  cut  coins  might  have  been  intended  as  demi -argentei, 

produced in 406/407 AD when three soldiers in succession tried to make themselves emperors in Britain.  

Such pretenders would have used those “coins” as largesses  to scatter  among members of  the  ordinary  

public39.  Peter Guest´s survey of the Hoxne hoard let him propose that argentei were most likely not being 

clipped to  achieve  a  predetermined  weight  standard  but  in  order  to  provide  a  source  of  metal  for  the 

production of other high-quality silver objects as well as new silver coins struck locally40. Richard Abdy, 

assuming that clipping was a peculiarly British phenomenon, imagined a model for the recycling of clipped  

argentei in sub-Roman Britain (Fig. 3).

32 The Hoxne Hoard shows without any doubts that clipping affected argentei from Constantius II to Constantine III 
without interruption (GUEST 2005, p. 111).

33 ABDY 2006, p. 84.
34 RIC 10 - 1227-8.
35 PEARCE 1938, pp. 57-58; PEARCE 1942, pp. 99-102.
36 This theory was revived later by Hendy who assumed this phenomenon to have been a reaction (whether private or 

public) to some governmental adjustment in the relative values of silver and gold (HENDY 1985, p. 318).
37  KING 1981a, p. 12; KING 1981b, pp. 53-55, 58.
38 BURNETT 1984, p. 168.
39 GRIERSON-MAYS 1992, p. 39.
40 GUEST 2005, pp. 113-114.



Fig. 3 – Model for imported and recycled precious metal coinage in Britain, AD 410-470 (from ABDY 2006, p. 98).

After Honorius had divorced Britain from the rest of the Empire in 410 AD the  civitates had to rely on 

defence from any static frontier troops that existed (limitanei) and an increasing number of foederati that, of 

course, needed to be paid. Without a mint and without any coin supply, the only chance was to reuse as long 

as it could be possible the coins already circulating. The civitates must have been able to draw argentei from 

the civilians by weight and distribute the clipped coinage to the foederati, enforcing their acceptance at face 

value. The various degrees of clipping may then indicate that coins went through this cycle varying numbers  

of times41. 

All the theories we have seen until now constitute a reasonable and possible explanation for the clipping  

phenomenon, nevertheless, they all present a limitation: they all analyse the problem as it was exclusively a 

British phenomenon. The scarce documentation or the absence of clipped argentei on the Continent do not 

imply that that activity was not practised in the rest of the Roman Empire. Perhaps it was performed for  

different  reasons  then  in  Britain  but,  anyway,  it  was  carried  out.  The  practice  of  this  illicit  activity is  

confirmed not only by laws but also by private documents as, for instance, an early fourth century papyrus in  

which Eudaemon asks Longinus to come to him and bring with him the hualos, apparently a stone implement 

of some kind for clipping coins, in order that the writer might get some wine with the proceeds of this  

(nefarious) transaction42. In substance, a Roman phenomenon within the Roman Empire!   

41 ABDY 2006, pp. 86-90.
42 P. Fay. 134; a slightly different translation of the last part of the papyrus is in HENDY 1985, p. 316.



Perhaps till the very beginning of the fifth century AD, when there was still  an abundant production of 

argentei both as an everyday value and for the stipendia of the soldiers, the clipping, directed most likely to 

the illicit recovery of the white metal, had to be light not to invalidate their value but, since the Authority did  

not  intervene  to  regulate  the  phenomenon  on  these  specific  denominations,  it  had  to  become  rapidly 

epidemic destroying the silver coin circulation. This could be either one of the causes or a consequence of  

the change in the use of such a denomination from a face value to an intrinsic value/weight. What it seems to  

be reasonable is that as soon as on the market the refined silver started to be almost equalized to the raw 

white  metal43,  the  clipping  had  to  become  meaningless:  argentei,  especially  the  clipped  ones,  became 

possibly a sort of scrap metal comparable with hacksilber, to be exchanged by weight if not melted down into 

ingots or fine silverware. This could even explain why within the territories of the Roman Empire do not 

almost occur hoards of clipped argentei: they were melted down! 

The rare silver coinage of the fifth century AD is apparently not affected by the clipping activity. The new  

status of “celebratory value” of the silver denominations in the fifth century AD had apparently to save them 

from that malpractice: representing a sort of  “coins of memory”  they were out of the circulation; at most, 

once collected, they might have been melted down to create ingots or silverware. 

43 See Chapter 1.



CHAPTER 4

METROLOGY, FINENESS AND DENOMINATIONS

The Roman Pound and the Weight System

On the assumption of a duodecimal system, the Late Roman weight system would be as follows:

- 1 libra = 12 unciae = 72 exagia (solidi) = 288 scripula = 576 oboli = 1728 siliquae (carati)
- 1 uncia = 6 exagia (solidi) = 24 scripula = 48 oboli = 144 siliquae (carati)
- 1 exagium (solidus/miliarensis) = 4 scripula = 8 oboli = 24 siliquae (carati)
- 1 scripulum = 2 oboli = 6 siliquae (carati)
- 1 obolus = 3 siliquae (carati)
- 1 siliqua (caratus)
 
Having a libra of 326 g. the correspondent weights in grammes of the mentioned units of weight would be:

1 libra = 326 g.; 1 uncia (1/12 of p.) = 27,1 g.; 1 exagium (1/72 of p.) = 4,52 g.; 1 scripulum (1/288 of p.) = 
1,131 g.; 1 obolus (1/576 of p.) = 0,565 g.; 1 siliqua (1/1728 of p.) = 0,188 g.

The Silver Fineness

During the whole Late-Antiquity, at least from the second half of the fourth century AD „down to the fall of  

the Ostrogothic kingdom“44 the fineness content  of  the Roman silver coinage was so high that  in some  

occasion almost came close to purity45. The turning point of this severe refinement of the silver coinage was 

the monetary reform introduced by Valens and Valentinianus I between 366 and 367 AD46.  It  concerned 

mainly the golden coinage but, for sure, important decisions, even if not openly declared, were contextually  

taken about the production of silver coins. Since then, indeed, all the silver coins collected from taxes had to  

be melted down and the metal had to be refined „in the customary manner“ 47; only after this procedure silver, 

in the form of „certified“ ingots48, could be minted again. The silver coins struck since that moment showed 

the letters PS (pusulatum = refined) added to the mint abbreviation49. The content of fineness of the argentei 

was improved from the 94-95% of the period 355-368 AD, to 99%; it remained at this new reformed level of  

silver content for ten years before gradually declining to c. 97% by 395-402 AD 50. Few anomalies have been 

registered51 but on the whole the quantity of pure silver within the late Roman silver coinage was mainteined 

44 KENT 1994, p. 13.
45 Grierson and Mays believed that „the silver coins of the later Empire were clearly of as pure metal as the techniques  

of the day allowed“ (GRIERSON-MAYS 1992, p. 31), but other reasons cannot be ruled out completely such as techical 
reasons: a coin made of pure silver would have been way too malleable causing the immediate destruction of the 
flan.  

46 On the reform see: AMANDRY-BARRANDON-BRENOT-CALL-POIRIER1982.
47 CHALLIS 1992, pp. 109-110. 
48 Few exemplars of such ingots bearing the indication of refined silver have been registered. See for instance: PAINTER 

1972.
49 The mark  PS, however, was exclusive prerogative of the western coins, it was never applied to the silver coins 

produced in the Eastern mints (Constantinople and Thessalonica), „perhaps because pusulatum was Latin and there 
were no Greek equivalent“ (GRIERSON-MAYS 1982, p. 31).

50 GUEST 2005, p. 42.
51 A figure of 94%, for instance, has been registered for the Lyon´s argentei of Constantine III (GUEST 2005, p. 42); 

c.95% was registered for his Arles´ argentei (KENT 1997, p. 39); 94% of fineness has been recorded also for Julius 
Nepos´  argentei (KENT 1994,  p.  13)  while  a  figure of  94,6% was dicovered  even for  some Milan  argentei of 
Honorius  (REECE 1963).  The figure of 75% of fineness reported by Hammer for  a Jovinus silver  coin is  more 
unlikely (HAMMER 1908, p. 110). The reasons for such odd standards could have been several (GUEST 2005, p. 42; 
KENT 1994, p. 13).  



very high during the whole period.  

The Gold:Silver Ratio

The same kind of “stability” seems to have been respected also in the relative values of gold and silver.  

Despite the different gold:silver ratios registered, or simply hinted, by the ancient sources (1:12, 1:14,4, 1:15, 

1:18), it appears quite clear, today, that between the second half of the fourth century AD and, at least, till the  

end of the sixth century AD only the ratio 1:14,4 was actually applied. The relative value of the two metals  

did not “varied from time to time, place to place or according to shifts of government policy” 52 but it was 

steady during the whole Late Antiquity.

This ratio is confirmed for instance by a law entitled De argenti pretio, quod thensauris infertur, enacted in 

397 AD53. In this ordinance it was stated that “taxpayers could substitute five gold solidi for a pound of silver 

if they have been assessed in that metal”54 giving a ratio of 1:14,4.

The definitive shift in the gold:silver ratio finally arrived at the beginning of the seventh century AD, most  

likely with the introduction of the Heraclian silver hexagram of 6.78 g. in 615 AD. The new ratio appeared to 

be 1:12, exactly the relative value what could be obtained if it was assumed that the hexagram represented 

the double of an argenteus cut at 1/96th of the pound at a gold/silver ratio of 1:12 which was the Diocletianic 

argenteus (3,39 g. x 2 = 6,78 g.).

The Denominations

Late Roman silver denominations were struck both al marco55 and al pezzo56. The smaller denominations like 

the  so  called  “siliquae”  and  “half-siliquae”  were  most  likely  produced  al  marco57 while  the  other 

denominations, namely the miliarenses and the multiples, were probably struck al pezzo58. 

The names usually applied to the Late Roman silver denominations are modern conventions because in the  

ancient sources, unfortunately, there are not references to different kinds of silver coins, on the contrary, they 

are indiscriminately called argyra nomismata in the Greek writings and argentei nummi in the Latin sources. 

The  only  sure  name  of  a  late  roman  silver  coin  attested  in  the  ancient  sources  is  miliarensis  but  its 

identification is still matter of discussion.

Despite of the lack of documents and the scarcity of material, especially for the fifth century AD, today not 

52 KENT 1994, p. 13. Of the same idea was Hendy: HENDY 1985, p. 480. 
53 CTh XIII.2.1.
54 GRIERSON 1992, p. 146.
55 “So many pieces struck to the Roman pound without any attempt at control of the weights of individual coins” (from 

GRIERSON-MAYS 1992, p. 30). 
56 “So many pieces to the pound but within quite narrow margins of accuracy and with the weight of each coin being 

checked before it left the mint” (from GRIERSON-MAYS 1992, p. 30). 
57 Argentei played a role of everyday value till the end of the fourth-very beginning of the fifth centuries AD and,  

because of this, they circulated at their face value but, since the beginning of the fifth century, they started to be  
„exchanged“ by weight (CARLÁ 2007, pp. 209-210) and practically produced only for some particular occasion such 
as Vota celebrations, new consulships, elevations of new Emperors, etc.

58 Such multiples, including in my opinion also the miliarenses, were never meant to be used as „everyday value“ but, 
as Babelon once suggested, they had to be considered as „monnaie de luxe“ (BABELON 1901, I, pt. I, col. 568) struck 
exclusively on the occasion of some ceremony to the purpose of being a kind of “token of memory”: souvenir of a  
particular event. For such a purpose, of course, the weight of each specimen had not to be so „accurate“ but still  
could not vary that much as the numismatic evidence show. (The same opinion is expressed by ADELSON 1957, pp. 
127-128. Grierson and Mays, on the contrary thought that the “light-miliarenses...served as currency” (GRIERSON-
MAYS 1992, p. 35).   



less then seven different kind of late roman silver denominations are known59. 

Multiples

1/3 of pound = 108,6 g. A unique and hitherto unknown specimen of Valentinianus I has recently appeared 

on the numismatic market (Fig. 4)60. Such a “medallion” (104,3 g.; 66 mm.) of the value of 1 solidus and a 

half  was struck on the occasion of the celebrations for the  quinquennalia of  Valentinianus I  the  26th of 

February 368 AD.

Fig. 4 – The unknown multiple of Valentinianus I, Antiochia, 368 AD (Ira & Larry Goldberg Auctioneers, sale 53 (May 
24-27, 2009), lot. 1931)

¼ of pound = 81,5 g. Several specimens of such a multiple are known. All of them were struck by the 

usurper Priscus Attalus in the mint of Rome (RMPS) probably between January and June 410 AD 61 and 

meant probably to represent the equivalent of 1 solidus and a quarter (at a ratio 1:14,4)62.

1/24 of pound = 13,58 g. This multiple was first struck at the end of the reign of Constantine I and, in that 

period,  considering that  the  argenteus was still  struck at  1/96th of  the pound,  it  had to correspond to 4 

argentei. After the introduction about 358 AD of a reduced argenteus intended to be cut most likely at 1/144th 

of the pound, it became the equivalent of 6 argentei. In both the cases, anyway, such a medallion was equal 

to 3 miliarenses (Fig. 5).

Fig. 5 - Multiple of 1/24th of pound, Valentinian II, Aquileia, 384 AD (13,31 g.; 35 mm) (Numismatica Ars Classica 
NAC AG, Auction 29 (11. 05. 2005), lot. 647) (RIC 9, -).

1/60 of pound = 5,43 g. This denomination,  that  according Elmer definition is  today known as “Heavy 

59 Not all of them were continuously struck during the whole period: some denominations are actually known only for 
a single authority.

60 Ira & Larry Goldberg Auctioneers, sale 53 (May 24-27, 2009), lot. 1931.
61 LÓPEZ SÁNCHEZ 2003.
62At a ratio 1:18 these multiples would be practically the equivalent of one solidus and, in fact, they „resemble grossly 
enlarged solidi“ (KENT 1994, p. 14) but, as we have seen in that period the official gold:silver ratio was 1:14,4. Perhaps  
Priscus chose to use a different ratio?



miliarensis”63, should be more suitably included in the group of the multiples/medallions. Its existence is 

well attested both by mid-fourth century AD pieces which present the mark LX at the exergue (Fig. 18) and 

by a law passed in 384 A.D. (see  infra) that clearly refers to a celebratory silver value cut at 1/60 th of the 

pound to be handed out by the new non-imperial consuls. Its association with the miliarensis, however, it is 

quite doubtful: there are no sure proofs of it.

 This coin was introduced under Constantine I (Fig. 19) and, while in the West it was struck till the Honorius 

reign, in the East, even if rarely and exclusively in the mints of Constantinople and Thessalonica, it was 

struck till the sixth century AD.

Miliarensis   = 1/72 of the pound = 4,52 g.   Despite the late appearence of the word miliarensis in the ancient 

sources,  the  denomination  was  introduced  already  during  the  reign  of  Constantine  the  Great.  Such  a  

denomination was struck in the West only down to Honorius reign while in the East, namely in the mints of  

Thessalonica and Constantinople, it was virtually struck continuously into the sixth century AD. 

Argenteus = The name applied in here to the silver coin commonly know as siliqua it is not completely an 

exact match, but still it has to be preferred to the usual one. In the ancient sources, as we have seen, with the  

exception  of  a  denomination  called  miliarensis,  no  further  distinctions  were  made  among  silver 

denominations and, generally, they all were called argentei nummi64. On the other hand, some of the ancient 

writings, when recording the use or the existence of such a denomination, seem to refer to a smaller silver 

unit used all over the Roman Empire. What it is absolutely clear it is that a silver coin called siliqua never 

existed65. It was Theodor Mommsen in 1860 that proposed to apply the word siliqua to a concrete silver coin, 

the one that since 358 AD was struck at 1/144th of the pound66, even if in the ancient sources that term was 

never associated to a coin. On the contrary, in the historical documents the siliqua (in greek κεράτιον) was 

always connected to gold and described as a unit of weight67. It corresponded to 1/24th of the solidus68, that 

meant 1/6th of a  scripulum or 1/1728th of the pound, in other words 0,188 g. The supposed  siliquae-coins 

were never struck! 

It is hard to try to determine the theoretical weight standard of late-antique  argentei. After the half of the 

fourth century AD the production of pieces struck at 1/96th of the pound continued69. During the reign of 

Constantius II a reduced  argenteus came into existence and, at least during the second half of the fourth 

century AD,  it  was produced in huge amounts.  Most  of  the  scholars  assumed that  these  argentei were 

intended to be minted at 1/144th of the libra (2,26 g.)70. Though, not all the reduced argentei issued after the 

63 ELMER 1933, p. 26.
64 Among the Argentei nummi mentioned in the law CTh XV.9.1 were clearly included also the ones cut at 1/60th of the 

pound. 
65 This fact has been well proven by CARLÁ 2007, pp. 171-175. Only in an Inscription found at Feltre in 1906 and 

dated to 323 AD appears the abbreviation SIL in speaking of coinage (ILS 3, n. 9420), but these ambiguous letters 
were not associated to a particular silver coin (GUEST 2005, p. 90). 

66 MOMMSEN 1860, pp. 791, 837. It was only a proposal, but it was immediately welcomed by other scholars becoming 
soon the standard name for such a silver coin.

67 For a wide list of sources see: CARLÁ 2007, p. 171, note 49.
68 Really clear is the definition given by Isidore of Seville: „Siliqua vicesima quarta pars solidi est, ab arbore, cuius  

semen est, vocabulum tenens” (Isidore of Seville, Etymologiarum libri XX, XVI.9.25).  
69 These coins, quite rare however, are called by Kent „heavy-siliquae“ and present weights about 3,0 g. or a bit more 

(KENT 1994, p. 15). 
70 CARLÁ 2007, p. 203; GUEST 2005, p. 92 (even if with doubts); KENT 1994, p. 16 (Kent suggest that such a standard 

was maintained till c. 430 AD); GRIERSON-MAYS 1992, p. 37; PEARCE 1951, p. xxviii. 



half of the fourth century AD were conformed to the weight of a coin struck 1/144 th of the pound, and other 

ratio were proposed: 1/156th of the pound (2,08 g.)71 and even 1/168th of the pound (1,94 g.)72. 

After  the  introduction  of  the  said  reduced  argenteus,  however,  between  the  end  of  the  fourth  and  the 

beginning of the fifth centuries AD an even more reduced argenteus began to circulate. Since the average 

weight of the analyzed specimens is about 1,5 g., the standard to whom this new denomination was perhaps  

intended to be cut was 1/216th of the pound73 (exactly the metrological correspondance of the tremissis), but 

severe deviations from the supposed standard are frequently recorded74.

The truth is that it is impossible to establish the exact theoretical weight standard at which the argentei  were 

meant to be minted between the second half of the fourth and the fifth centuries AD; not only because their  

weight “differed according to time and space”75, but also because a huge percentage of “specimens appear to 

have suffered some considerable loss of original weight by clipping or corrosion” 76. Everything seems to 

suggest the coexistence of different standards during the same period or, perhaps, the absence of an official  

one77.

Demi-argenteus = A silver coin of the weight of half argenteus came into existence already at the beginning 

of the reign of Constantine the Great.  The production of such a denomination, however, was apparently 

interrupted almost immediately to be resumed only in the second half of the fourth century AD 78 Since then 

down to end of the fifth century AD it was struck not only very rarely but also exclusively in the Western  

Empire. It is quite hard to try to define the standard of the demi-argenteus. On the assumption of an official 

standard of the argenteus of 1/144th of the pound, it is generally believed that the demi-argenteus was struck 

at 1/288th of the pound (1,13 g.). Nevertheless, as we have already seen, it is not even clear which was the 

official standard of the Late Roman argenteus therefore it would be a nonsense  to assign an offical one to its 

half. Moreover, the weight´s range of the known specimens struck from Gratianus to Zeno is quite wide and  

irregular (from 0,60 to 1,20 g.)79 with a peak about 0,90 g., consequently if it had to be found a possible 

standard it should be at least 1/326th of the pound, but again, this is not the case.  

71 DEPEYROT 2005, p. 59.
72 KING 1981a, p. 7.
73 Angainst this idea GRIERSON-MAYS 1992, p. 37.
74 Since weights of 1,10-1,20 g. have been frequently recorded Depeyrot has proposed the introduction of the standard 

1/288th of the pound since Jovinus (DEPEYROT 2005, p. 63), but since there is no change in type, especially for the 
eastern  argentei, they are bettere to be thought as very irregular issues perhaps aiming to the hipothetical 1/216 th 

standard rather then “demi-argentei” (GRIERSON-MAYS 1992, p. 39).
75 KENT 1994, p. 16.
76 KENT 1994, p. 16.
77 Grierson and Mays suggested that the reason for such a variety of standards in the fifth century AD could have been  

depended on „casual mint practice in regard to a denomination now regarded as unimportant and struck on a much 
smaller scale“ (GRIERSON-MAYS 1992, p. 37), but the explanation could be a bit more complex.

78 The first known specimens can be attributed to Gratianus, produced in Treveri, and struck about 367 AD (RIC 9 – 
19/28).

79 Kent „detected“ an „almost imperceptible decline in average weight“ in the course of the fifth century AD (KENT 
1994, p. 17), but this is quite unlikely since weights of demi-argentei struck by a same ruler are way too irregular, 
and this applies to every Emperor who produced this denomination between the second half of the fourth and the 
fifth centuries AD (see for instance the weights recorded by Grierson and Mays for the Zeno specimens. GRIERSON-
MAYS 1992, p. 38)



THE CATALOGUE

In the catalogue are listed all the late roman silver coins known up to this time. The base for the realization  

of such a database has been furnished, of course, by the specimens listed in the main published catalogues of  

late roman coins like RIC 10 or DOCLR. These coins, nevertheless, have been placed in the catalogue after  

accurate revision in the light of new studies and researches mainly. New datings have been proposed and, in 

few cases, attributions to some mints have been corrected.

The core of the catalogue has been then enlarged and integrated with new specimens found in Auctions´  

catalogues or discovered in recent archaeological excavations.

The catalogue has been organized into two sections: the first one, “Eastern Empire”, contains the specimens  

produced by, or in the name of, the Emperors who ruled the Eastern part of the Roman Empire after the split  

in 395 AD. Exactly they include the rulers who were in charge of the Imperial function from Arcadius (383–

408 AD) to Zeno (474–491 A.D.).

The next section is dedicated to the “Western Empire” with the emissions produced by, or in the name of, the  

Augusti of the Western Empire from Honorius (393–423 AD) down to the “fall” of the Western Empire itself, 

generally placed in the year 476 AD with the removal of Romulus Augustus.

In spite of the division into two separate sections the numbering of the specimens is continuous.

The coins are listed firstly by Authority; then by mints. For every mint, then, the specimens are classified  

chronologically, that is, by period of emission. The final criterion of ordering is based on the denomination: 

from the “higher” to the “lower” one.

The coins are described according the RIC 10 system: catalogue number; a number (legend) and a letter 

(type) for the obverse; a brief but accurate description for the reverse; mint-mark and finally a literature´s  

reference.
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